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FACTS ABOUT THE TEST:
* Questions on the Math Test are designed to mirror the problem solving and modeling you’ll do in:

* College math, science, and social science courses

* The jobs that you hold

* Your personal life

* *Questions may require a few steps (similar to the real world)

* TEST HAS THIS:
* Most math questions will be multiple choice (80%), but some—called grid-ins—ask you to come up with 

the answer rather than select the answer.

* The Math Test is divided into two portions: Math Test–Calculator (55 min, 38 questions) – more complex 
calculations & Math Test–No Calculator (25 min, 20 questions.

* MATH TEST WILL FOCUS ON THE THREE MAIN AREAS (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnK2pFEE-ys):

* Heart of Algebra, (1-15) create, manipulate and solve algebraic equations; cover linear equations and 
systems.

* Problem Solving and Data Analysis, (1-15) use ratios, percentage, proportional reasoning, and interpret 
graphs 

* Passport to Advanced Math, (1-15) complex equation or functions.

* Additional Topics in Math, key concepts area and volume, coordinate geometry and basic trigonometry 
most relevant to college and career readiness.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wnK2pFEE-ys
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/about/alignment/math/heart-of-algebra
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/about/alignment/math/problem-solving-data-analysis
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/about/alignment/math/passport-to-advanced-math
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/about/alignment/math/additional-topics-in-math
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*Other Math Practice Problems available on 
UBMS Blog
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* Be aware of how many question and time you have in each section i.e. NC-20 min, 20 
Ques, C-55 min, 30 Ques

* Each question is worth the same easy / hard)

* Some questions might take 10 seconds to solve, and some are very difficult could take 5 min

* Mulitiple choice (no penalty for guessing), don’t leave the MC blank.  Do grid-in first if needed.

* Don’t spend more than a minute or so on any question. If need more time, circle it in 
the test booklet and skip it. Work steadily until the end.

* Prioritize remaining questions in ascending order of difficulty. Leave the most 
difficult questions for last. Easier questions are likely be found at the beginning.

* Improve your score from the last time by looking at mistakes and errors.

* Be slow down, get the easy questions right.

* Do some work on paper, draw diagrams, analyze the figures, by writing it out

* Calculator, think it through first on how you will do it – then do calculations

* Double check answers before you move – the extra 5 to 10 seconds can be extra 
points
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*What mathematics is needed for engineering?

*What mathematics is need for medical field?

*What mathematics is needed for criminal 
justice?
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